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This Clumsy Ninja game is dedicated to the most awkward ninja in the world. For you, it will be not just real friends, tickling, to teach them new skills and jump and just have fun. The goal is to find the missing girlfriend of the main character Kira.You will be available a large number of gaming devices only about 70.
Learning skills by using them, you will be able to get new rankings, but only if sanseya will appreciate your efforts. When you connect to the Internet, you will get the opportunity to back up your profile, and compete with friends and determine who is the better ninja. The main character can get unique styles and unusual
abilities, development, and pumping depending on your preferences. An awkward ninja for the first time, EUPHORIA technology (best of the moment), which makes it possible to achieve the most realistic characters. The awkwardness and fun of the little ninja will give you a pleasant mood. Page 2 Fruit Ninja is
undoubtedly one of the best known games on Android. Since the app's release in 2010, it has tried out more than 20 million users from across the planet. The program is often mentioned in parodies, TV programs and various jokes. Our hero, as the name suggests, is an unnamed ninja, who decides to use their skills for
peaceful purposes. You have to cut the fruit that appears on the screen. Gamers can manifest themselves in several types of games: classic, arcade, online mode and so-called Zen mode. In the classic, the player has three lives, which are lost if the fruit hits the floor. From time to time appear in the sky bombs. They
should be avoided, otherwise the level should be rebooted. You can cut the fruit as one finger or more, depending on how the user will prefer it. To slice multiple products with one punch collect more points. After a hundred pieces give the player a bonus life. In arcade mode your task is different. Bombs don't kill you but
they eliminate you from a dozen points. Dropping fruit on the floor also does not require serious consequences. Gamers are required to cut as many products as possible in sixty seconds. In the end there was a grenade. It is important to hack hard to buy more points. Fruit Ninja in Zen mode offers selflessly to cut the
ingredients, removing all unpleasant conventions (bombs and fines for falls), except for restrictions under 90 seconds. This type of game is perfect for competing with friends. Points earned can be spent on repairs. Developers have added a network mode in which your fruits are designated in one color, and the fruit of
your opponents - to the Other. The possibilities of the game on one screen are divided into two. Fruit Ninja won decent popularity thanks to its interesting and thoughtful gameplay. I advise you to read with this app. NaturalMotionGames Ltd Android 2.3.3 + Version: 1.32.2 $0 Awkward Ninja (MOD, Unlimited Unlimited - A
very fun arcade game that will repel your boredom altogether and make a heartfelt laugh. All you want will be a little ninja student and you have to practice. At first he is very awkward, but understanding his training and developing his skills makes him a very powerful ninja. Play with them in different mini-games, and earn
coins that you can buy many different things and objects that will interact. Beautiful and realistic graphics, will win any player, and simple and intuitive controls don't get you used to it. Updated to version 1.32.2! Andro-Mod » Games » Adventure » Clumsy Ninja (MOD, Unlimited Money) Meet the awkward Ninja, the most
unfortunate ninja to ever grace the touch screen! Train him, throw him, tickle him, and even tie balloons to him. Everything you do will make the awkward Ninja more skilled, and help him find his lost friend, Kira.Clumsy Ninja is the next generation of interactive characters! He can feel, feel, move, and react uniquely at all
times. Be prepared to be amazed... Oh, and please take good care of him! BELT UPTrain your ninja to learn new tricks and super-special Ninja Moves! Impress his sensei and get a new Ninja Belt on his way to find Kira, or just have fun with over 70 unique interactive items, including trampolines, punch bags, ball guns,
chickens, and... Squirrel! ADVENTURE TIMEYou and your ninja will travel to new locations, play new games, meet new characters, complete quests, and unlock new items that are fun to play with. How much will you find? SESUAIkan Awkward Ninja suit, belt, and headband to suit your style Enjoy this exciting ninja
game where you can control your Awkward Ninja as you guide him through the ultimate journey to become a great ninja. Take your lesions from the incredible ninja dojo master. Feel free to do whatever you want with him as you go. Touch him, drag him, through him, and more. All the things you do to him will allow your
ninja to level up and gain his new powers. Be quick, you have to master all ninja techniques to start your own journey in the game. Find out more about this amazing game from NaturalMotionGames Ltd with our review. StoryIn game, players will be introduced to unique ninja trainees who want to become the next ninja
master in the world. However, there is one problem with this guy, he is very awkward and does not do very well with, well, most of his training. Thus, you must go to great lengths, teaching him the art of being Take him through some training with all kinds of equipment and lessons. The more training he gets, the less
awkward our ninja will become. And as our ninja slowly becomes able to do his job, it's time for you to take on real challenges as you help him in his adventure to find long-lost friends. Travel through several lands throughout nature, take a take all kinds of challenges, and more. Unlike most other mobile games, Clumsy
Ninja will introduce gamers to much more responsive and interactive gameplay. Feel free to play with your awkward ninja as you introduce him to a variety of different fun things. It's like my other Talking Tom games, but this time, you'll join the ninja in his unique adventure. Here you will find all the interesting features the
game has to offer: To get started, gamers in Ninja Clumsy will have access to some of the challenges and training tasks you need to help our ninjas to solve them. With each completed mission, you'll get a host of coins, gems, and experiences for your ninja. It is recommended that you take your ninja through a series of
important trainings before you can take him out for the adventure. And as you complete training and challenges, your ninja will get an experience that you can use to level up. Work hard and lead your awkward ninja through a series of demanding exercises. As your ninja gain experience, he can level up and unlock new
powers. Not to mention, with level upgrades, your ninja will also be less awkward. To help you practice, the game features a variety of different items that you can interact with your ninja. It consists of balloons, trampolines, punch bags, even chickens or squirrels. With over 70 unique items, gamers will find themselves
having fun with Clumsy while effectively training their ninjaAnd with enough training, your ninja will be ready to go to start his own journey. First, she has to find her missing old friend, Kira, who also has a crush on her teens. Find yourself traveling the vast world in awkward Ninjas, discovering new locations, interacting
with new characters, and unlocking much more exciting gameplay. With Clumsy Ninja, Android gamers will have the opportunity to experience completely new level interactive gameplay. Here, your ninja is able to do anything, and at the same time, fail most of them. That said, the game has several controls that allow
you to pick up your ninja, throw it using touch and drag controls, or even hit it very hard with your tap punches. Even so, you'll have fun playing with awkward Ninjas. Feel free to customize your exciting ninja character with all kinds of costumes, belts, headbands, and other accessories you find. Vary your style with all
kinds of different themed outfits so they may look much worse. With interactive and responsive physics, the game introduces gamers to ninja action you can do. In addition, you will also have access to a variety of different training equipment. So, feel free to create all kinds of different actions you've ever thought of and
have them captured properly so you can save as memories share with friends. And by the way, Clumsy Ninja also features online gameplay, where gamers can join their friends and other online gamers from around the world in your ultimate ninja training challenge. Simply connect the game with your social account and
you will find your social friends who also play this game. And for the first time, Android gamers can have access to advanced EUPHORIA simulation technology in Clumsy Ninja. New and innovative technology will guarantee much more immersive gameplay compared to other simulator games. That said, you'll find
characters and surrounding environments that are highly responsive and relatable. And despite all the interesting features, the game is currently free on the Google Play Store. Therefore, all you need to do is find the game and download it on your mobile device. When the automatic installation is complete, you can start
playing it without having to pay anything. However, that doesn't mean that the game is completely free. Since this is a freemium title, Android gamers have to deal with in-app purchases and annoying ads. Therefore, if you want to remove this completely on your game, you may want to install our modified version of the



game instead. Simply download and install our Clumsy Ninja Mod APK from our website, make sure you follow our instructions. With it, you may have unlimited access to coins and gold to buy whatever you want. In addition, we've also removed annoying ads so you can enjoy the game to the fullest. With beautiful 3D
graphics, Clumsy Ninja introduces gamers to addictive and exhilarating simulator gameplay. Feel free to control your ninja to do whatever you like using smooth and responsive mechanics. In addition, you can also customize beautiful characters with all kinds of options available. Enjoy the game whenever you want while
relaxing to a satisfying soundtrack. In addition, dynamic and accurate sound effects will make any of your actions in the game very trustworthy. APK install on your device, DO NOT open the app. Extract the OBB file to /SDCARD/Android/obb/com.naturalmotion.clumsyninja. Make sure that the OBB files
(main.13100071.com.naturalmotion.clumsyninja.obb) and (patch.13100071.com.naturalmotion.clumsyninja.obb) are in the com.naturalmotion.clumsyninja folder. Start the game again. Enjoy! Download your famous ninja game in Clumsy Ninja. Feel free to do whatever you want with it thanks to interactive physics,
incredible adventures, and amazing customization. Adjustment.
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